ACACIA PARK PREFERRED PLAN

THE BIG MOVES
The character images below show proposed, inspirational ideas for how the master plan ideas may look. Future refinement will occur during the next design phases.

Preserve Uncle Wilber Fountain and Paving
Promenade-Ice Rink Area Becomes Summer Lawn
New Visitor Center and Stone Seating
Permanent Food Stalls
Amphitheater Lawn
Further Feasibility Study of Bandshell Renovation/Replacement
Garden Grove Path
Interactive All-Age Play
A series of fun seating elements are proposed to be placed strategically throughout the park and also act as park lighting in the evening.

Symbol Key
- Existing Shade Tree (60 preserved)
- Proposed Shade Tree (77 new proposed)
- Dining/Lounge Seating
- Relocated Existing Public Art/Sculpture
- 10’ x 10’ Market Booth

Existing Elements Legend
1. Uncle Wilber Fountain and Paving
2. Entry Columns with mosaics
3. Entry Curbs
4. Story Coffee Company (470 sq. ft.) Proposed Relocation

Legend
1. Ice Rink/Alt Summer Event and Game Lawn (130’ x 75’)
2. New Visitor Center/Public Restrooms (2,200 sq. ft.)
3. Elevated Viewing Deck
4. Ice Rink Seating
5. Zamboni Storage (400 sq. ft.)
6. Food/Beverage Stalls (Art Wall on Backside)
7. Dining Grove
8. Grass Amphitheater Seating (Artificial Turf)
9. Further Feasibility Study of Bandshell Renovation or Replacement
10. Shade Grove with Boulder Seating
11. Garden Grove Path
12. Garden Grove
13. Focal Play Sculpture
14. Interactive All-Age Play
15. Sculptural Stone Seating
16. Entry Sign
17. Playful Seating with Lighting
18. Proposed mid-block park path
19. Proposed chiller location for ice rink
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